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Non Finite Phrases Alma
Look closely at the pictures all taken from Alma. Write examples of non -�nite phrases that describe what
is happening in the picture
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Picture 1

Qudsiah
Alma, amazed about the exact  replica of her, wiped the icy
window.

Rama
Alma peering though the window curiously she found a replicate
of herself. 

Max
Alma, shocked out her socks saw herself in the icy window 

Ms Nash
Alma , staring with curiosity , touched the icy window 

Holly Campbell
Alma, trembling with glee, jumped with joy at the sight of a large
doll inside a window that was a replica of her!

Jess
Wiping away the frost on the window she noticed a doll staring
at her through the windowsill  

Edi
Alma, amazed by the doll on the window sill stared at her.

Maya
Alma , intruiged by the odd doll , tried to vainly grab it through
the glass window that looked like it wanted to swallow her whole

Derin
Looking at the window Alma saw the weird doll

Alma,paralysed with curiosity peered
through the window

Rama
While the bewildered girl glanced to her accessories she realised
that this doll was a clone of her.

Will
Alma, gaping at the window, was suprised at how the doll looked
so alike to herself.

kelston
alma,  beaming though the  
windo. 

Lucy
Alma,gazing at the window, saw a beautiful doll that was dressed
just like her.
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Olivia
Alma, peeped through the window, to see a replica of her.. 

mia
Alma Staring through the window, saw the doll of her dreams 

lily
Alma ,gazing through the window , saw the doll of her dream

Alma Staring into her twin doll,

Masih
Alma, staring at the shop, was determined to go inside because
of the doll that looked like her twin.

peaches
Alma, glancing through the icy window , staring at the
duplicated doll of her

theo

intruiged and interested she peaked through the misty window
admiring the identical looking doll

Holly
Alma, was amazed by the doll by the window

Aemal
Alma,staring at the doll amazed 
as the doll appeared

Amelia
alma, gazing through the window in shock and excitement,
wondered if what she saw was just a re�ection of herself.

Inaaya  
Alma peering through the window, was overcome with glee
when she saw her twin doll

Alma, staring at her twin doll screaming in
exsitement.

varun
alma, gazing out the window amazed of the twin doll

Mia
Alma, elated about the doll,was trying to see through the
window 

Aditi
Alma, peering into the window, sees the splitting image of her
self.

luqman
Alma, glancing about the shop was amazed to see an exact copy
of her.

Aniyah 
Alma, glanced through the window, determined to get the doll.

Brianna
Alma, gobsmacked by the image in the window,  gazed curiously
by what her eyes saw

Maya
Alma , to see her clone in the form of a doll , wiped the  icy , frost
snow and sucked in every single detail that her stalker had put
on the doll , without knowing that this wasn’t a coincidence .

Kitty
Alma, to convince herself the doll looked like her, ran up to the
frosty window.

Nikitha
To �nd out what was behind the foggy glass she wiped the
window and the strange doll took her to suprise.

Tess
Alma, peeping through the frost coated window, found herself
standing before a doll that looked just like her



Taliyah
Alma, to shock, wiped away the snow to �nd a replica of her in
the shop window.

Sonny
Excitedly , Alma saw something she really wanted for Christmas
so she tried to get the creepy doll that lucked just like here

Tierre
Alma, shocked that a doll in a shop looks exactly like her.

Max lowes
Alma , slowly wiped the window, revelled the ideaticle doll 

Kitty
Shocked by a  mind -blowing sight, she ran happily to the the
monstrous transparent  window.

Zilpha
Staring at the  strange doll, 
Alma wished she could have it 

Nikitha
Curious to what was inside the glass window alma wiped her
hand on the window and little did she know there was a replica
doll of her.

Maya
To her  shock, she removed some the sharp snow to �nd a
replica of her . The possibility of this was low , but still a
coincidence. She pressed her nose to the glass trying to push
her fear of a stalker at the back of her mind and all left was her
joy of this odd doll . She had to get in .

alma hoping she had good times with her
doll but she did not

Holly Campbell
Beaming from ear to ear, Alma, amazed at the likeness it showed
to her, couldn’t believe she was really seeing a doll that looked
almost identical to her!

Alma, fascinated by the doll, went to take a closer look.

Advait

Alma, shocked about her own re�ection, wiped the icy window. 

Rama
Staring coldly at the window, with her ice �xed on that doll, one
second took to glance at her gloves the other Alma found
nothing there. 
Gone. 

Alma, who was amazed, looked at the
replica of her in the shop window
Amaan SHAH

Picture 2

Scribbling with excitement , Alma added her
name to the unusual blackboard.

Alma, scribbling with excitement, added her
name to the unusual blackboard.

Tierre
Alma,amazed on how many names are on the blackboard. 
Alma, excited that she has joined the group. 

William
Alma, skipping with excitement wrote her name on the unknown
blackboard  
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Kitty
Alma, satis�ed by all her friends’ names, scribbled with
excitement on the crowded black board.

Max lowes
Alma, shaking with excitement, she added her  name to the �lled
blackboard. 

Nikitha
Alma convinced wrote her name on the black board

Tess
Alma, grinning from ear to ear, scribbled her name onto the
unusual blackboard

Holly
Alma, with excitement wrote her name on the blackboard 

Jess
Jumping with excitement, Alma proudly wrote her name across
the unusual blackboard

Holly Campbell
With a spring in her step, Alma wrote her name on a blackboard,
elated at the feeling of inclusion, of being part of a group.

Derin
writing her name with joy Alma,  wrote her name on the
chalkboard 

theo
while scratching on the chalk board she had no clue what was
coming for her any minute

Olivia
Joyfully, Alma trudged in the snow, towards the chalkboard

Taliyah
To be part of the group, Alma thought she had to scribble her
name on the chalkboard.

kelston
alma, exsited to write her name ,on the black bored.

writing in excitement, hoping to be
recognised

Mia
Alma, determind to write her name, wrote her name on the
blackboard

varun
alma, jumping in excitement writing her name on the black
board with joy

Alma, determined to write her name on the blackboard, rushed
to grab some chalk.

Masih
Alma, writing her name on the board, didn't want to be lonely.

Slowly she wrote her name on the black board 

Lucy
Alma, wanting to write her name on the board, got out her chalk
and started to write.

Will
Alma, focusing on writing her name didn't know what was to
come

luqman
Alma, shocked on how many people have writen there names
excited to join the people.

Amelia
elated and determined, alma scribbled her name on the
over�lled  blackboard, hoping to be noticed.

Lily
Alma, �nding a massive bl



Aditi
Alma, excited to see many familiar names, wrote her name on
the blackboard

Sonny
Alma , quickly grabbed the chalk and started to rite on the
massive chalk board 

Inaaya
Alma seething with excitement, scrawled her name on the
blackboard.

Alma writing in excitement hoping to be
recognised just wating to pick up her doll

peaches
Alma, doodleing with joy, she excitedly wrote her name on the
scratchy, black chalk board

EDI
Alma, amazed by the black board wrote her name.

Brianna
Alma,  fascinated by the many names , squeaked hers on with the
pail chalk 

Max loverseed
Overjoyed alma skipped over to the chalk board in hope to do
what her friends have done

lily
Alma , lookes at the black board ,jumpes as she write her name 

Qudsiah
Alma, interested about what will happen, wrote her name
happily on the blackboard.

Mia
alma, excited she was writing her name, reached for a spear
space to write her name

Maya
To feel like she was in a special bubble of friends ,  she
scratched  her name on  the blackboard , every screech defying
her teachers rules of ‘NO NOISE’  , never mind that she didn’t
even know the fate she had just put herself in .

Alma,
Wished as she wrote her name on the blackboard little did she
kn

Alma saw all the names on that board and
decided to write hers too
Amaan SHAH 

Picture 3

Derin
storming away with anger Alma ,stomped away  from the door  

Maya
Alma , annoyed at the fact the door was locked , despite the bad
karma

Holly
Storming away with disappointment alma walked of with a sad
face

Taliyah
Alma, convinced she had opened the door, walked away sadly.
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Nikitha
Annoyed and disappointed alma trod through the soft, thick
snow while  dragged her hand on the shop.

Sonny
Alma , so annoyed she through an ice ball at the door

Rama
Turning her back furiously at the door, it started to creek open.

Kitty
Alma , frustrated because of  the annoying door, walked off
feeling agitated inside. 

Maya
Alma , disgusted by the fact that she couldn’t have something
that should be hers especially that it looked like her ,  held her
nose to the sky and walked away in a way that only the pompous
and  arrogant would do .

Max
Alma stormed away from the shop until the the door slowly
creeped open

William
Alma,

angry and disappointed alma walked away
from the doll shop while rubbing her warm
knitted mitten along the dirty wall

Olivia
Alma, storming off angrily, rubbing her dirty mittens against the
cold wall

kelston
alma , angred because she could , 
not get in .

varun
alma, walking of in anger, could not open the door 

Mia
Alma, disappointed about the doll, 
slowly trudged away.

William
Alma, to her disappointment threw a snow ball at the window 

Tierre
Alma,is way to annoyed because she can’t open the door. 

Holly Campbell
To get revenge, furiously, she threw a snowball at the misty,
spooky door and stomped away.

Masih
Alma, depressed that the door was locked, was fuming that the
door would not open.

Lucy
Alma , annoyed that the door was shut,stormed of in anger.

alma, stomping in anger walked away from
the jammed door. Just wishing for the door
to open.

Aniyah 
Alma, annoyed and puzzled, was dreading to walk away from the
shop door

Aniyah 
Alma, annoyed and puzzled, was dreading to walk away from the
shop door

luqman
Alma, annoyed that she couldn't open the shop door, stormed
away .

Aditi
Alma, annoyed that she couldn't get in, stormed away from the
door



William
Alma, to her surprise the slowly creaked open 

amelia
angry, and exasperated, alma trudged away from the shop door,  
wishing that it could've just opened.

Inaaya
Alma, raging because she couldn’t get in, threw a ferocious
snowball at the dark black door 

Will
Alma, walking away dissapointed, heard the old looking door
creak  open

alma, frustrated at what happened, stormed off in a bad mood

Jess
Disappointed, Alma trudged away from the door in annoyance
that the door wouldn’t budge

lily
Alma, anoyed she cant get in w

Brianna
Alma, furiously trudged in the snow, angry the door wouldn't
budge 

Qudsiah
Alma, frustrated because the door was jammed, stomped away
from the door.

Max lowes
Alma, fustrated as she walked, dragged her hand on the wall wall

Max loverseed
Frustrated that she didn’t get her way Alma stormed away

Maya
To stop her anger erupting inside her like a volcano, she threw a
snowball , directly in the centre of the  door ravenous for souls

of children and with a huff away she went ...

Rama
With a typical frown on her face, Alma turned her �erce back to
the ancient damaged door.

Tierre
Alma, annoyed that the door wouldn’t open by throwing a
snowball at it,stormed away. 

Marching away with anger all her anger blasted out  

AMELIA

Maya
Annoyed, disgusted and lost , she stomped away from the doll
she so dearly wanted . Revenge , only thing on her mind she
must open that door.

Nikitha
Alma annoyed and frustrated stomped in the snow as she
dragged her hand along the shops door

Picture 4

Maya
Alma , convinced that there would be many happy times with her
doll , was terribly wrong ...

Max Loverseed
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Overjoyed, Alma reached for her identical doll despite the fact it
was on the top shelf

Max lowes
Alma,reaching as high as she could, went for the doll 

Tess
Trembling with excitement, Alma reached for the doll, ready to
claim it and take it home

Taliyah
Alma, �nally satis�ed, reached out for the mysterious doll.

Qudsiah
Alma, trembling with excitement, reached out for the doll.

Rama!
By the tip of her �nger touching the doll she realised something
was very wrong... 

theo
determined and satis�ed she reached out for the doll that was
almost identical to her

To reach the doll Alma, climbed the shelf to get the doll that was
rightfully hers.

Nikitha
Alma, ecstatic to play with the doll struggled to grab the doll.

Jess
Alma to excite, she leaned to grab the doll with a determined
look in her eye

Mia
Alma, screaming in pain , slowly transformed from human to doll

Holly
Alma, slowly climbed up the bench to transform to a doll

Rama!
To be careful of slipping and destroying the epic doll, Alma
gently slipped her mitten off. 

Was this the wrong idea? 
Or not?  
Let’s see... 

Lucy
Alma , wanting to reach the doll , took her warm glove of to grab
it.

Mia
alma, getting her hopes up for the doll, was soon to be proved
wrong

varun
alma, reaching as high as she could to get the her twin doll

Tierre
Alma,to determine to get the doll so she started to climb the
shelf.

Masih
Alma, wondering what would happen, touched the doll and got
�abbergasted because she turned into the doll.

Kitty
Alma, to help herself out, took off her beige glove, thinking it
would help her get the doll.

Aditi
Alma, determined to get her doll, reached to get it.

Will
Alma set on getting the doll climbed up the towering shelf

Holly Campbell
Eagerly, to take it home to play with and keep, Alma reached her
hand out towards the doll that she so badly wanted... 

Inaaya



※※※※※※

Alma, estatic as she had got this far, touched the doll unaware of
the terrors she would receive.

Alma, having the dream of her life soon to
be a nightmare.

kelston

Edi
Alma, surprised by the doll reached out to get hold of it.

Derin
to reach the doll Alma, climbed the shelf to get the doll that was
rightfully hers.

Sonny
Alma , confused were she was , she slowly lucked a round and
she new she was in that creepy doll

Maya
To her glee, she pushed all her worry anxiety and terror at the
moving dolls , slipping her glove off slowly and moved up the
shelves . Time slowed down and let the glee engulf her , her
heart swelled as she touched the doll . 

Only for a while though .....

Jess
To surprise she found her self sucked into the doll

William

Alma,reach for her doll replica of herself with joy  

Max loverseed
Slowly Alma reached up the old wooden shelf in hope of taking a
beautiful doll of herself home.

roxy
to Almas suprise she found herself stuck in the creepy raged doll 

William
Alma,reached with excitement to get her doll ... 

Alma reached out, to touch her preatious
doll, exited to bring it home and show her
pearants

William
Alma,suddenly got sucked into the doll

max
before she new it she was sucked into the doll 

Annoyed Alma swished her hand along the
wall as she was frustrated that the door did
not open for her and it was locked
Amaan SHAH 


